Correcting scaling errors in tomographic images using a nine degree of freedom registration algorithm.
Clinical imaging systems, especially MR scanners, frequently have errors of a few percent in their voxel dimensions. We evaluate a nine degree of freedom registration algorithm that maximizes mutual information for determining scaling errors. We evaluate it by registering MR and CT images for each of five patients (patient scaling) and by registering MR images of a phantom to a computer model of the phantom (phantom scaling). Each scaling method was validated using bone-implanted markers localized in the patient images and also intraoperatively. The root mean square residual in the alignment of the fiducial markers [fiducial registration error (FRE)] was determined without scale correction, with patient scaling, and with phantom scaling. Each scaling method significantly reduced the average FRE (p < 0.05) for MR to CT registration and for MR to physical space registration, indicating that voxel scaling errors were reduced. The greater reduction in scaling errors was achieved using the phantom scaling method. We have demonstrated that a nine degree of freedom registration algorithm that maximizes mutual information can significantly reduce scaling errors in MR.